Requirements for level 3:

Portfolio:
- 12 GenRad critiques (no limit on extra’s)
- 16 GenRad comps (no limit on extra’s)
- 18 CT critiques (no limit on extra’s)
- 2 CT comps (no limit on extra’s)
- 7 GenRad validations
- Biweekly formative evaluations

Focus on:
- Refining positioning
- Some independent work, but with tech available at all times
- Knowing techniques, all equipment and areas, and adaptation cases
- Refining patient interactions of all kinds

Keep in mind:
- They are also taking 3 courses online at the same time (Interprofessional Practice, Interventional Procedures, and a second applied critique course)
- CT is new to them at this point – all they’ve had is one online course
- This hospital is brand new to them; not only do they have to learn the new protocols, but also unlearn the previous ones